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Executive Summary

Among the four main objectives of the ASPIDE project, Objective 1 consists of the
design and development of a new Exascale programming model for extreme data
applications. The programming model designed in Work Package 2 will support
the implementation of scalable algorithms and applications on top of Exascale
computing systems with a special emphasis on the support of massive data analysis
applications. In fact, the main objective of this work package is the design and
development of novel parallel programming paradigms and mechanisms supporting
the implementation of scalable data-intensive algorithms and applications on Exas-
cale computing systems and studying efficient and scalable runtime mechanisms for
supporting program executions that must scale on very large computing systems,
including heterogeneous processing nodes, and is able to cope with the dynamic
variability in the required or available resources.

The first task of Work Package 2 is Task 2.1 that has the goal to design the Data-
centric Programming Model for Exascale Systems (DCEx) based upon data-aware
basic operations for data-intensive applications supporting the scalable use of a
massive number of processing elements and develop a prototype API based on
that model. The DCEx programming model uses private data structures and limits
the amount of shared data among parallel threads. The basic idea of DCEx is
structuring programs into data-parallel blocks. Blocks are the units of shared- and
distributed-memory parallel computation, communication, and migration in the
memory/storage hierarchy. Computation threads execute close to the data, using
near-data synchronization. In the DCEx model three main types of parallelism
are exploited: data parallelism, task parallelism (data–driven), and SPMD (Singe-
program multiple-data) parallelism.

This deliverable describes the design features and the programming constructs of the
DCEx programming model. Furthermore, the programming approach used for the
implementation of the four use-cases specified in WP5 is discussed. The deliverable
consists of eight sections including motivations, requirements, the DCEx data model
and the parallelism model. Also runtime features, application examples and related
work are discussed.

The placement of the deliverable is outlined in Figure 1.

D1.2 D5.1

D4.1

D3.1

D2.1 D2.2

D3.2

D4.2

D5.2

Task 2.1 Task 2.1

Task 3.1 Task 3.1
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Figure 1: Deliverable dependencies of D2.1.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Parallel programming models provide abstractions that offer a structured way to
design parallel applications and simplify the programming approach to developers
who must design parallel algorithms. Indeed, high-level programming models help
designers accessing and exploiting HPC resources abstracted from physical entities
such as storage, memory and cores. The main goal is facilitating the programming
task, increasing programmer productivity and improving software portability. The
use of high-level abstractions also helps developers by offering a reduced set of
programming patterns that limits errors and facilitates resource exploitation.

Programming paradigms traditionally used in high performance computing systems
(e.g., MPI, OpenMP, OpenCL, Map-Reduce, and HPF) are not sufficient/appro-
priate for programming software designed to run on systems composed of a very
large set of computing nodes. To reach Exascale size it is required to define new
programming models and languages that combine abstraction with scalability and
performance. Hybrid models (shared/distributed memory) and subsets of commu-
nication mechanisms based on locality and grouping are currently investigated as
promising approaches. The paradigms studied in recent years are based on the
adaptation of traditional parallel programming languages and hybrid solutions. This
incremental approach is conservative and it limits innovative solutions and often
results in very complex codes with the risk of limiting the scalability of parallel
programs on millions of cores. Paradigms based on a partitioned global address
space (PGAS) memory model appear to be more suited in meeting the Exascale
challenge.

Exascale computing aims at facing several challenges, as parallel programs running
on Exascale systems will need to control millions of threads running on a large
set of cores. Such programs will need to avoid or limit synchronization, use less
communication and remote memory, and handle with software and hardware faults
that could frequently occur. While these considerations are critically important
to the scalability of future applications, programmers themselves typically want
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to focus on their own application avoiding to deal with these lower level, tricky,
details. Today no available programming models and languages provide solutions
to these issues, specially when data intensive applications are involved. Therefore,
new programming models are required to address these challenges.

In this scenario, new abstract structures and abstractions are needed for extreme
data application processing. Precisely ASPIDE aims at supporting extreme data
processing through HPC, starting from the idea that parallel programming paradigms
must be conceived in a data-driven style that includes parallelism in the data access
mechanisms, and in the operations for Big Data analytics on HPC systems.

Among the four main objectives of the ASPIDE project, objective 1 consists of
the design and development of a new Exascale programming model for extreme
data applications. The programming model designed in work package 2 supports
the implementation of scalable algorithms and applications on top of Exascale
computing systems with a special emphasis on the support of massive data analysis
applications. In fact, the main objective of this work package is the design and
development of novel parallel programming paradigms and mechanisms supporting
the implementation of scalable data-intensive algorithms and applications on Exas-
cale computing systems. Moreover, must be studied efficient and scalable runtime
mechanisms for supporting program executions that scale on very large computing
systems, including heterogeneous processing nodes, and are able to cope with the
dynamic variability in the required or available resources.

The first task of Work Package 2 is Task 2.1 that has the goal to design the data-
centric programming model for Exascale systems (DCEx) based upon data-aware
basic operations for data-intensive applications supporting the scalable use of a
massive number of processing elements and develop a prototype API based on
that model. The DCEx programming model uses private data structures and limits
the amount of shared data among parallel threads. The basic idea of DCEx is
structuring programs into data-parallel blocks. Blocks are the units of shared- and
distributed-memory parallel computation, communication, and migration in the
memory/storage hierarchy. Computation threads execute close to the data, using
near-data synchronization according to the PGAS model. In the DCEx model,
three main types of parallelism are exploited: data parallelism, task parallelism
(data–driven), and SPMD parallelism.

This deliverable describes the design features and the programming constructs of
the DCEx programming model. Furthermore, the programming approach used
for the implementation of the four use-cases specified in WP5 is discussed. The
deliverable is organized in eight sections. After this introduction, in chapter 2 are
presented the key motivations of the design choices on the main features of the
DCEx programming language and the basic principles of its constructs. Chapter
3 discusses the main requirements for the DCEx programming language also in
accordance with the requirement analysis of the application use cases analyzed in
work package 5. Chapter 4 describes the principles and features of the data model
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used in the DCEx model. The data block concept is presented and data access
and data management operations are illustrated. Chapter 5 introduces the basic
principles and the varieties of parallelism exploited in DCEx. Also the constructs
for the exploitation of parallelism in DCEx are presented and discussed. Chapter
6 discusses the features of the runtime system that are useful in the design and
implementation of the DCEx programming model. Chapter 7 discusses how the
four use cases can be developed using the programming mechanisms of the DCEx
model. For each use case a pseudo-code specification using the DCEx constructs is
presented. Finally, in chapter 8 related parallel programming models and languages
that have been proposed for the implementation of scalable applications on Exascale
machines are outlined.
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Chapter 2

Motivations

This section provides the basic motivations of the selection of the main features of
the DCEx programming language and the design principles of its constructs. Data
locality/affinity, parallelism types and Exascale architecture features are discussed.

2.1 Exascale Challenges

Answering the scientific and business world‘s needs for computation implies the
definition of mapping between scientific data representation (from experiments
and simulation) to high-performance computing (HPC) architectures. The required
bridge between HPC infrastructure management and efficient computational science
workloads relies on a proper description of the data driven applications workflows.

Nowadays, most applications are monolithic and rely on one (or few) traditional
programming paradigms (i.e., MPI, OpenMP, OpenCL, Map-Reduce, HPF). They
process monolithic data without taking care of data locality. The advent of Exascale
systems will offer the possibility to run data-intensive computations with thousand
to millions of nodes.

However, the current approach is not well adapted to take benefit of all the potential
of Exascale systems. First, the improvement obtained thanks to parallelism will be
more and more difficult to reach, using current development methods. The advent
of Exascale systems will offer the possibility to process data obtained from large
experiments, simulations (e.g., weather forecast, molecular dynamics, etc.) and Big
Data sources, facing data locality and affinity issues (data access latency, potentially
increased by data sharing). Finally, Exascale systems will increase probability of
operating failure because of the huge number of nodes, thus requiring more resilient
programming models. ASPIDE project targets the design and development of a new
Exascale programming model for extreme data applications (DCEx). DCEx will
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describe properly the data driven applications as workflows for Exascale systems,
while improving resiliency.

A workflow in the ASPIDE context is a way to rethink a monolithic applications into
a flow of elementary workflow units that can be seen as independent processing
units operating on a subset of data. Such programming model should propose
various features (locality/affinity aware data access, support of several parallelism
types) while respecting architectural constraints and needs (portability, resiliency,
scalability).

2.2 DCEx Main features

DCEx will address various features to enhance performance of data intensive compu-
tations in Exascale systems. Indeed, the cost of accessing, moving, and processing
data across a parallel system can be enormous. This requires the design of mecha-
nisms, techniques and operations for efficient data access, placement and querying.

The workflow modelling in the DCEx allows to set-up a data life cycle management,
allowing data locality and data affinity. The elementary workflow units permit to
either place the data close to computational node where data is processed (data
locality) or to distribute the computation where data was previously generated (data
affinity avoids data movements).

The DCEx model will support a set of parallelism types, chosen parsimoniously.
A limited number of basic types to fit applications similar to the use cases. Those
types will minimize annoying side-effects like global synchronizations, centralized
control and global communications when possible.

Many scientists want to be abstracted away from the tricky, lower level, aspects
of HPC until they have their code working. Following this objective, the DCEx
had to be compliant with existing HPC programming models keeping adaptability
to heterogeneous hardware. Elaborate a data-driven abstraction providing an API
simplifying the development of workflow in heterogeneous distributed environments,
is an objective of the DCEx.

Thanks to the unitary workflow design, the DCEx implemented features will permit
to achieve the Exascale requirements with respect to the constraints imposed by
Exascale architectures (e.g., resilience, scalability), and some needs for compatibility
with traditional programming paradigms (portability).
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Chapter 3

Requirements

When designing and developing a new programming model one should take into ac-
count not only its main purpose, in this case the implementation applications running
on Exascale computing systems, but also the specific requirements of the final users.
ASPIDE project puts great emphasis on the validation of its solutions through use-
case application examples. ASPIDE project includes four data-intensive use-case
applications from different fields, trajectory mining from social media, neuroimage
processing, mobility analytics and deep learning, each one having its own specific
requirements. This section discusses the main requirements for the DCEx program-
ming language in accordance with the requirement analysis of application use cases
carried out in Work Package 5, and reported in Deliverable D5.1. From the whole
set of requirements the ones concerning this deliverable are those related with data
management and communication, parallelism exploitation, performance goals and
Exascale platform characteristics. Functional requirements regarding data access
and processing are as follows:

• Data of use cases must be stored as regular text files or using JSON format
and in one use case data are stored in HBase tables.

• The data types to be managed are text, images, real numbers.

• Data streaming must be devised.

• Data volume to be stored and processed is large, from tens GB to a few TBs.

Concerning the software tools features for programming and executing the func-
tional requirements are as follows:

• Statements/functions are needed to access data in secondary storage and move
it to main memory.

• Checkpointing mechanisms are needed for saving the application state.

• It should be possible to analyse chunks of data.
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• The software tools must have real-time features.

• Programming constructs and/or APIs should be integrated with existing lan-
guages/libraries.

• Programming model must allow for an efficient implementation of workflow
with a directed acyclic graph (DAG) structure.

The main functional requirements on parallel exploitation are as follows:

• The use cases must run on large-scale systems composed of hundred to
thousands cores.

• A single computing node can be composed of many cores and large memory.

• HDFS, GPFS and RAID/SSD must be used for data storage.

Also, in Deliverable D5.1 non-functional requirements were considered. The sum-
mary of those related with the content of this manuscript are as follows.

• The system must simplify and reduce software development time on large-
and extreme-scale systems.

• The time to market of high performance data analysis applications like the
four use cases must be reduced.

A more detailed description of the ASPIDE use cases and more specific require-
ments can be found in the Deliverable D5.1.

As an example of more specific requirements, we detail here those related with the
mobility analytic use case provided by Integris. This use case consists of typical
MapReduce tasks, hence Hadoop components represent the main part of the system
about methodology and standards. To sum up, source data comprises users mobility
information stored on a large HBase, i.e. dozens GBs if we consider one month
of data, in form of entries as shown in Table 7.1. Depending on the configuration
settings, different jobs can be executed on big portions of the data set. The results
of executions are then written on HDFS in form of text files. Jobs workflow are
written in Spark (Java API), therefore data locality and workflow optimizations
are automatically managed by the framework. Given the use case just described
and according to the requirements already listed in deliverable D5.1, additional
requirements related to this section are as follows:

• Data input must be read from HBase on HDFS. It can be a big portion (few
GBs) of the entire data set.

• HBase tuples are stored in form of uninterpreted bytes. Retrieved data must
be converted to textual information (rowkey) or real numbers (entry cell).

• Data must be split in chunks and processed in parallel.
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• Output must be stored as regular text files on HDFS or equivalent distributed
file system.

Furthermore, concerning programming and executing aspects, including by exten-
sion communication and parallelism features, the functional requirements can be
summarised as follows:

• Programming constructs and/or APIs must provide at least read operation
from HBase.

• Execution model should support intermediate mechanisms (e.g. pre-reducing
phases, graph dependencies optimization) in order to exploit data locality and
cut down computational and communication load.

• Programming and execution models must allow to concurrently process data
split in chunks.

• Programming model must provide constructs to move data from secondary
storage to main memory.
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Chapter 4

Data Model

The role of data management and processing is central in the DCEx programming
model. This section describes the principles and features of the data model used
in the DCEx model. The data block concept is presented and data access, data
management, and data analysis operations are illustrated. I/O and storage issues are
also addressed.

A container in DCEx model is an abstraction which facilitates storage object sharing
across virtual domains. A storage object in DCEx is an abstraction for data sharing
across tasks. Each storage object is uniquely associated to an external storage
resource through its name. The external storage resource can be a file from a file
system, an object from a storage system, a disk partition, or any other storage
resource that can be uniquely identified through a name and others a linear address
space. For instance, the external storage resource can be a file from a locally
mounted NFS or a URL of a remote object stored in Amazon S3. We assume that a
simple get/put interface is available for accessing these external storage resources
and we will concentrate on the node-level data sharing. More details on the use of
the get/set interface are presented in the proposed Data parallel blocks approach
(see Section 5.3.2).

The storage objects are different from traditional POSIX files in several aspects:

• Each object is associated with a user-extensible list of name-value attributes.

• Strong consistency is not enforced, but optional.

• Data writes to external storage resources can be guided by a configurable
policy such as write-through or write-back.

• Applications can learn if object data is cached in memory, providing locality
awareness.

• Operations on objects are stateless.
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In the context of the ASPIDE project, we propose the following containers inside
the DCEx model:

• Text_container<item_type>(filepath, item_sep, read_fun, write_fun)

• Raw_container<item_type>(filepath, item_size, read_fun, write_fun)

The description of the container classes is described as follows:

• Filepath: Specifies the URI path to a file or directory identifying the file
system used underneath.

• Item_sep: Character used to split data items (newline by default).

• Read_fun: Specifies how should be transformed an item from string to the
item_type. This function is optional and only required if a transformation is
required.

• Write_fun: Transforms an item into a string to be stored in a text file.

Listing 4.1: Example of container uses.
//Create a text container for the input file
auto in = make_container("file_path"," ");

// Create a text container for the output specifiying how
(cont.)to write the result.

auto out = make_container("\n",
[](map<string,int> m){
stringstream s;
for(auto & i : m ) s<<i.first<<" "<<i.second<<"\n");
return s.str();

});

In the DCEx programming model the data analysis applications are structured
around the concept of data-parallel blocks. Blocks are the units of shared- and
distributed-memory parallel computation, communication, and migration in the
memory/storage hierarchy. Blocks and their message queues are mapped onto
processes and placed in memory/storage by the ASPIDE runtime. Building on the
block abstraction, communication patterns and other algorithms can be developed
once and reused. Decomposing a problem in terms of block-parallelism (instead
of process-parallelism) enables migrating blocks during the program execution
between different locations in the hardware. This is the main idea that lets us
integrate in- and out-of-core programming in the same model and change modes
without modifying the source code.
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Chapter 5

Parallel Programming Model

Together with the data model, the parallelism exploitation model is the main pillar of
the DCEx programming model. In particular, in the DCEx model three main types of
parallelism are exploited: data parallelism, data-driven task parallelism, and SPMD
parallelism. This section introduces the basic principles and the types of parallelism
exploited in DCEx. Then the constructs for the exploitation of parallelism in DCEx
are presented and discussed.

In the DCEx model, data are the fundamental artifact. Starting from data-driven
abstractions we designed the programming model that allows designers to efficiently
program very large-scale parallel data-intensive applications on Exascale platforms.
In order to simplify the development of applications in heterogeneous distributed
memory environments, large-scale data- and task-parallelism techniques can be
developed on top of the abstraction of data-parallel blocks divided into partitions,
so that different partitions are placed on different cores/nodes where tasks will work
in parallel on data partitions. This approach allows the processing nodes to process
in parallel the data partitions at each core/node using a set of statements/library
calls that hide the complexity of the underlying operations. Data dependency in this
scenario limits scalability, thus it should be avoided or limited to a local scale.

5.1 Parallelism at Exascale

Exascale systems refers to highly parallel computing systems capable of at least
one exaFLOPS. Therefore their implementation represents a big research and tech-
nology challenge. The design and development of Exascale systems is currently
under investigation with the goal of building by 2020 high-performance computers
composed of a very large number of multi-core processors expected to deliver a
performance of 1018 operations per second. In fact, Exascale systems will represent
the most advanced model of supercomputers. They are designed for single-site su-
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percomputing centers not for distributed infrastructures as multi-clouds or fog/edge
computing systems that are aimed to decentralized computing and pervasive data
management.

The need for scalable programming models is increasing and the emergence of
new hardware architectures makes this need more urgent. Exascale computing
systems face many challenges originated by the need for the Exascale software to
manage and control millions of threads running on many cores. Such programs will
need to avoid synchronization, limit communication and memory size, moreover
failures could be frequent. High-level programming languages and tools will help
application developers to access and use resources without the need to manage
low-level architectural entities, since a parallel programming model defines a set
of programming abstractions that simplify the way a programmer structures and
expresses her/his algorithm.

Developing Exascale systems requires to address and solve issues and challenges
both at hardware and software level. Are needed new programming constructs and
runtime mechanisms able to adapt to the most appropriate parallelism degree and
communication decomposition also for making scalable and reliable big data analy-
sis tasks. It must be also developed new software tools and runtime systems able to
manage a very high degree of parallelism, reliability and data locality in extreme
scale computers. Their dependence from parallelism grain size and data processing
task decomposition must be deeply studied. This is necessary because parallelism
exploitation depends on several features like parallel operations, communication
overhead, input data size, I/O speed, problem size, and hardware configuration.
Moreover, reliability is an additional key challenges to be addressed. Indeed at
programming level, constructs for handling and recovering communication, data
access, and computing failures must be designed. All these factors must be taken
into account in designing data-intensive programming tools and applications that
will be scalable on Exascale systems.

Some proposals for Exascale programming are based on the adaptation of traditional
parallel programming languages and on hybrid solutions. This incremental approach
is conservative and often results in very complex codes that may limit the scalability
of programs on many thousands or millions of cores. Approaches based on a
partitioned global address space (PGAS) memory model appear to be more suited
to meeting the Exascale challenge. PGAS is a parallel programming model that
assumes a global memory address space that is logically partitioned. A portion of
the address space is local to each task, thread, or processing element. In PGAS the
partitions of the shared memory space can have an affinity for a particular task, in
this way locality of data is implemented. For these reasons PGAS approaches have
been analysed and adopted in the ASPIDE project. They are today investigated as a
potential solution that may limit the cost of shared memory access. Many current
parallel programming solutions contain an implicit trade-off between simplicity
and performance. Those which abstract the programmer from lower level parallel
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details often sacrifice performance and scalability for simplicity and viceversa.

A key issue to take into account in Exascale data-intensive applications is the trade-
off between data sharing among processing nodes and local data processing for
reducing synchronization, communication and energy, while keeping performance
levels. A programming model for data intensive/data-driven Exascale applications
must include mechanisms for

• Parallel data access allowing the increase of data access bandwidth by par-
titioning data into multiple partition and accessing many data elements in
parallel to aim at high throughput.

• Locality-based data access and processing for limiting latency of parallel data
analysis operations.

• Data-driven local communication for limiting data exchange overhead in
highly parallel systems composed of many cores.

• Data processing on limited groups of cores allowing affinity in data-driven
tasks.

• In-memory querying and processing for reducing query response times and
execution of complex analytics operations.

• Group-level data aggregation in highly parallel systems for efficient summari-
sation and table-oriented operations.

• Failure handing mechanisms for recovering from node and communication
faults.

5.2 Basic features

A parallel programming model provides a set of abstractions designed for simpli-
fying and structuring the way the programmer thinks about and develop a parallel
algorithm. High-level programming models help programmers accessing and using
resources abstracting from physical components (processors, cores or memory).
This is carried out to facilitate programming and improve portability and produc-
tivity. The use of high-level programming abstractions also helps programmers
to use a reduced set of programming patterns that limits errors, reduces software
development time and facilitates resource exploitation.

Also on the basis of some of the existing research work by ASPIDE partners, we
designed a scalable programming model based on a limited set of basic operations
for exploiting parallelism in data intensive/data-driven applications running on
a massive amount of computing elements and supporting the development of a
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prototype API based on that model that includes operations for data access, data-
driven parallelism exploitation, data and task mapping to processors, and failure
handling.

The DCEx model for managing a very large amount of parallelism exploits three
main types of parallelism: Data parallelism, (data–driven) task parallelism, SPMD
parallelism. Those forms of parallelism are integrated with PGAS features that
take into account computing areas and other data and computing locality features.
Each type of parallelism describes the way in which a programming model or
system expresses parallel operations and how its runtime supports the execution
of concurrent operations on multiple nodes or cores. The three main types of
parallelism included in DCEx are:

• Data parallelism: it is achieved when the same code is executed in parallel on
different data blocks. Data parallelism is also known as SIMD (Single Instruc-
tion Multiple Data), which is a class in the Flynn’s taxonomy for classifying
parallel computation. In exploiting data parallelism, no communication is
needed, therefore this type of parallelism allows for the independent execution
of code processing in parallel different partitions of data without suffering of
communication or synchronization overhead.

• Task parallelism: it is exploited when different tasks that compose an applica-
tion run in parallel. The task parallelism in DCEx is data driven since data
dependencies are used to decide when tasks can be spawn in parallel. As
input data of a task are ready its code can be executed. Such parallelism can
be defined in two manners:

– explicit, when a programmer defines dependencies among tasks through
explicit instructions;

– implicit, when the system analyses the input/output of tasks to under-
stand dependencies among them.

• SPMD parallelism: in Single Program Multiple Data parallelism a set of
tasks execute in parallel the same code on different partitions of a data set
(in our case parallel data blocks); however, differently from data parallelism,
processes cooperate to exchange partial results during execution. In other
terms, in SPMD parallelism each processing element executes the same code
but runs through different data. Communication occurs among the proces-
sors when data must be exchanged between tasks that compose an SPMD
computation. Tasks may execute different statements by taking different
branches in the program and it is occasionally necessary for processors to
synchronize, however processors do not have to operate in locksteps as in
SIMD computations.

In DCEx, these three basic forms of parallelism can be combined to express complex
parallel applications. This can be done by programming Exascale programs in a
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DAG style that corresponds to workflow programming where a parallel program
is designed as a graph of tasks. As data-intensive scientific computing systems
become more widespread, it is necessary to simplify the development, deployment,
and execution of complex data analysis applications. The workflow model is a
general approach for designing and executing data-intensive applications in high-
performance computing infrastructures. In fact, workflow management systems are
widely-used platforms for designing and executing data-intensive applications over
high performance systems or distributed infrastructures. Data-intensive workflows
consist of interdependent data processing tasks, often connected in a DAG style,
which communicate through intermediate storage abstractions, typically files. This
paradigm can be expressed in the DCEx model to be executed on massively parallel
systems like Exascale platforms.

As mentioned before, the combination of the three basic types of parallelism allows
developers to express other parallel execution mechanisms such as pipeline paral-
lelism that it is obtained when data is processed in parallel at different stages, so that
the output of a task is passed to the next task to be processed. Pipeline parallelism is
in particular appropriate for processing data streams as their stages manage the flow
of data in parallel. Because of its features, pipeline parallelism can be considered a
specialization of both data and task parallelism.

The types of parallelism discussed here will be combined in DCEx with the features
of the PGAS model that supports the definition of several execution contexts based
on separate address spaces. For any given task this allows the exploitation of memory
affinity and data locality that give programmers a clear way to distinguish between
private and shared memory blocks, and to determine the association to processing
nodes of shared data locations. In fact, in the PGAS model, the computing nodes
have an attached local memory space and portions of this local storage can be
declared private by the programming model, making them not visible to other nodes.
A portion of each node’s storage can be also shared with others nodes. Each shared
memory location has an affinity, that is a computing node on which the location is
local, with the effect that data access rate is higher for code running on that node.
Therefore, through data affinity mechanisms a programmer can implement parallel
applications taking into account local data access and communication overhead and
facilitate high performance and scalability.

5.3 Programming constructs

This section presents the details of the programming concepts and constructs de-
signed for the DCEx model. The description is focused on the three main compo-
nents of the model:

• computing nodes and areas that identify single processing elements or regions
of processors of an Exascale machine where to store data and run tasks.
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• data parallel blocks that are used to store, access and process data in parallel
in DCEx applications.

• tasks and task pools that represent the units of parallelism in the model.

5.3.1 Computing nodes and computing areas

The DCEx model defines two basic constructs to refer to computing nodes and
computing areas:

• Cnode representing a single computing node, and

• Carea representing a region (or area) including a set of computing nodes.

In general, Cnodes and Careas are used to implement data and task locality by
specifying a mapping between:

• Data loading operations and (the main memory of) computing nodes, and

• Task execution operations and (the processors of) computing nodes.

A Cnode variable may be used to specify:

• In a data loading operation: which is the computing node that should be
used to store (in its main memory) a given data element read from secondary
storage.

• In a task execution operation: which is the computing node on which a task
should be executed.

A Carea variable may be used to specify:

• In a data loading operation: which are the computing nodes that should be
used to store (in their main memory) a given data element read from secondary
storage, by partitioning data on all the nodes.

• In a task execution operation: which are the computing nodes on which a
pool of tasks should be executed.

A Cnode may be declared as follows:

node = Cnode;

where:

node is a variable used to refer to the computing node.

In the example above, is left to the runtime the task of choosing which computing
node will be represented by variable node. Alternatively, it may be specified by
annotations some criteria to help the runtime choosing the computing node, e.g.:
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node = Cnode(#hardware annotation parameters})

A Carea can be defined as an array of computing nodes. For instance, the example
below defines nodes as an array of 1000 computing nodes.

nodes1 = Carea(1000);

Similarly, the following examples defines a two-dimensional array of 100x100
computing nodes:

nodes2 = Carea(100,100);

Referring to the last example, the following notation:

nodes2[10][50]

identifies the computing node at row 10 and column 50 in the nodes Carea

It is also possible to create a Carea as a view of a larger Carea:

nodes3 = Carea(nodes2,10,10);

which extracts a 10x10 matrix of computing nodes from from the Carea defined
by nodes2.

5.3.2 Data parallel blocks

As discussed in Data Model chapter, data-parallel blocks (DPBs) are key compo-
nents in the DCEx programming model.

A DPB is used for managing a data element in the main memory of one or multiple
computing nodes. In particular, a DPB d can be composed of multiple partitions:

d = [ part 0 ][ part 1 ][ part 2 ][ part 3 ]...[ part n-1 ]

where each partition is assigned to a specific computing node.

Notation d[i] refers to the i-th partition of DPB d. However, when a DPB is simply
referred by its name (e.g., d) in a computing node (e.g., the k-th node), it is intended
as a reference to the locally available partition (e.g. d[k]).

A DPB can be created using the data.get operation, which loads into main memory
some existing data from secondary storage. This operation is specified by the
following syntax:

d = data.get(source, [format], [part|repl], ...) at [Cnode|
Carea];
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where:

• d: is the DBP created to manage in main memory the data element read from
secondary storage;

• source: specifies the location of data in secondary storage (e.g., an URL);

• format: is an optional parameter specifying the format of data;

• part|repl: is an optional parameter, which should be specified only if the
optional Carea directive is included (see below). If part is used, d must be
partitioned across all the computing nodes in Carea. If repl is used, d must
be replicated in all the computing nodes of the Carea;

• the ellipsis indicate that further parameters may be included in the future;

• Cnode|Carea: is an optional directive to specify how d should be mapped
on a single computing node or on an area of computing nodes. In particular,
if a Cnode is specified, d is loaded in the main memory of that specific
computing node; if a Carea is specified, d is partitioned (if the "part" flag
is used) or replicated (if the "repl" flag is used) in the main memory of the
computing nodes included in that area.

In addition to data.get, it is also possible to use the data.declare operation, which
declares a DPB that will come into existence in the future, as a result of a task
execution.

This is an example of DPB declaration:

d = data.declare(...);

where the ellipsis indicate possible parameters.

The use of data.declare in association with task operations will be discussed in the
next sections.

A DPB can be written in secondary storage using the data.set operation, which is
defined as follows:

data.set(d, dest, [format], ...);

where:

• d: is the DBP to be stored in secondary storage;

• dest: specifies where of data must be written in secondary storage (e.g., an
URL);

• format: is an optional parameter specifying the format of data.
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5.3.3 Tasks and tasks pools

In DCEx, tasks are the basic elements for implementing concurrent activities. While
the programming model does not focus on task scheduling, whose implementation
is defined at runtime level, the basic assumptions about concurrent task execution
are shortly provided in the next paragraph.

To manage the parallel execution of multiple tasks, a task data dependency graph is
generated at runtime. Each time a new task is executed, its data dependences are
matched against those of the other tasks. If a data dependency is found, the task
becomes a successor of the corresponding tasks. Tasks are scheduled for execution
as soon as all their predecessors in the graph have produced data they need as input.

The programming model allows to express parallelism using two concepts: task
and task_pool.

A task can be defined according to the following syntax:

t = Task(f_name,f_param_1,...,f_param_n) [at Cnode|Carea] [
on failure ignore|retry|...];

where:

• t: is a numeric identifier to the task being created;

• f_name: is the name of the function to be executed;

• f_param_i: the i-th parameter required by the function identified by
f_name;

• at Cnode|Carea: is an optional directive that allows to specify on which
given computing node the task should be executed (if a Cnode is specified),
or to execute the task on any computing node from a set ot computing nodes
(if a Carea is specified).

• on failure: is an optional directive that allows to specify the action (for
instance, ignore or retry with it) to be performed in case of task failure.

According to the basic assumptions about concurrent task execution mentioned
above, the Task keyword allows to concurrent execute a method in the future, as
soon as its data dependencies are resolved (i.e., its input data are ready). Moreover,
the at directive that specify the execution of a task on a given Cnode is intended as
request/suggestion to runtime that can be satisfied or not depending on the available
hardware resources, their status and load and the runtime execution optimization
strategy.

As an example, let assume we defined the following function:

partitioner(in:dataset, out:trainset, out:testset);
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that takes as input a dataset and returns (by reference) a trainset and a testset
extracted from the dataset. The following piece of code shows how that function
may be executed:

dsURL = "some url";
trainURL = "some url";
testURL "some url";
node = Cnode;
ds = data.get(dsURL) at node;
train = data.declare();
test = data.declare();
t = Task(partitioner, ds, train, test);
data.set(train, trainURL);
data.set(test, testURL);

Tasks can be used in a for loop to exploit data-driven task parallelism. For example,
a set of tasks can be executed in parallel in such a way:

N = 10;
int vec[N];
for (i=0; i<N; i++) {

if (cond)
vec[i] = Task(f1, f1_par_1, ..., f1_par_n);

else
vec[i] = Task(f2, f2_par_1, ..., f2_par_n);

}

In this code example functions f1 and f2 are assumed to be already defined.

To implement SPMD parallelism in DCEx, the Task_Pool abstraction is defined
to represent a set of tasks. In fact, tasks in a pool are activated to execute the same
function that implements the algorithm executed by the Task_Pool in an SPMD
parallel style.

The basic syntax for declaring a Task Pool is as follows:

tp = Task_Pool([size]);

where:

• tp: is an identifier to the task pool being defined, it can be also used with an
index to identify a single task of the pool; and

• size: is an optional parameter specifying the number of tasks in the pool.

The statement above declares a task pool but does not spawn its execution. Each
task in the pool must be activated explicitly using a for loop as in the following
example:
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N = 10;
nodes = Carea(N);

for (i=0; i<N; i++) {
f_param_1 = ...;
f_param_n = ...;
tp[i] = Task(f_name, f_param_1, ..., f_param_n) at nodes[

i];
}

If there are no dependencies among the tasks initialized in the loop, they execute
concurrently. On the other hand, if a task works on some data that is not yet available,
it waits until that data becomes available, according to the execution model outlined
before.

On a Task_Pool tp some operations such as the following listed here could be
defined:

• size(tp) to access the number of tasks in a pool.

• structure(tp) to know how the tasks in a pool are structured (e.g., in a
vector, a two-dimensional matrix, a tree).

• zone(tp) to know in which Carea the tasks of a pool are mapped.
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Chapter 6

Runtime Features

The DCEx programming models will be supported by a new runtime system that
controls and optimizes the execution of the massively parallel applications. The
runtime system will be responsible for managing, coordinating, and scheduling the
execution of an application by deciding when, where and how its components should
be executed. In particular, the internal run-time representation of applications will
be modelled as a dynamic DAG, where nodes represent computational components
and edges data dependencies between components. The execution will be based on
data-driven, dynamic DAG scheduling mechanisms, where a component in the DAG
will be ready for execution once all of its required input parameters have become
available.

This section discusses some features of the runtime system that are useful in the
design and implementation of the DCEx programming model.

6.1 Reusable parallel pattern programming interface

GrPPI 1 is a generic and reusable parallel pattern programming interface developed
at UC3M. Basically, GrPPI accommodates a layer between developers and exist-
ing parallel programming frameworks targeted to multi-core processors, such as
ISO C++ threads, OpenMP and Intel TBB, and accelerators, e.g., CUDA Thrust.
To achieve this goal, the interface leverages modern C++ features, metaprogram-
ming concepts, and template-based programming to act as switch between those
frameworks. Furthermore, its compact design facilitates the development of parallel
applications, hiding away the complexity behind the use of concurrency mechanisms.
The parallel patterns supported by GrPPI are targeted for both stream processing
and data-intensive applications. ASPIDE aims to extend GrPPI to support a MPI+X
model, adapted for distributed memory systems at large scale.

1https://github.com/arcosuc3m/grppi
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Figure 6.1: Task generation and scheduling schema.

The task generation and scheduling schema is presented in Figure 6.1. First of all,
data are represented in containers. The container is processed into chunk, which
are mapped to different tasks. Each tasks is aware of the location of each data
chunk. Later, a scheduler component is in charge of determining the location of the
computation of all tasks. These tasks are executed into a worker node, which will
execute the tasks while acceding the necessary data chunk.

Listing 6.1 shows the potential GrPPI implementation of the well-known word
count application using the aforementioned schema. First, we define the sequence
of operations or tasks that should be applied to the collection of data items in the
input container (in) inside a pipeline construct. To compute word count, we employ
a map to generate a key-value tuple for each word in the input container and a
reduce pattern for accumulating the values for each word. Finally, the result will be
stored into the output container (out) and eventually it can be written onto disk by
using the flush operator.

Listing 6.1: "Example of the word-count application using GrPPI."
pipeline( execution_policy,

in,
map([](string word) -> map<string,int> {

return {{word,1}};
}),
reduce([](map<string, int> lhs, map<string,int> rhs) {

for(auto & w : rhs) lhs[w.first] += w.second;
return lhs;

}),
out

);
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Figure 6.2: General map-reduce task generation.

out.flush("/tmp/word-count.txt");

Figure 6.2 shows the schema of the previous word-count application. Initially, the
input container will be in charge of reading the input data from a file in a distributed
manner. Next, the map pattern will generate a number of tasks for processing
the map operation over all the data items. Those tasks will be executed by the
different workers depending on the scheduling policy. Afterwards, the results of the
map operation will be passed to the reduce tasks in charge of merging the results
following a tree-reduction approach and store the result ins the output container.
The output container will maintain the resulting data in memory until the user calls
to the flush operation on that container.

6.2 Runtime Environment

The runtime environment will accommodate the programming model semantics us-
ing the TOpology Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA2).The Application
topology will be generated from the DCEx file, creating relations between tasks,
data and computing infrastructure. All constructs described in Section 5 will be
modeled as TOSCA entities.

An application may consist of multiple types of tasks spanned across different
Careas, which can share data through files and communication mechanisms. When
an application is requested to be deployed, the Data Manager can be queried to find
the nodes which hold (parts of) the input data. If needed, the Data Manager can
be asked to replicate or distribute the data to a given number of nodes. Finally, the
tasks dependent on this data can be started on these nodes. Tasks that are dependent
on other task’s output data will wait for this dependency to be met.

We consider an example Application, shown in Listing 6.2 consisting of two parts:
(i) a MapReduce processing, and (ii) a Simple Task processing the output of the
MapReduce tasks.

2http://docs.oasis-open.org/tosca/TOSCA/v1.0/os/TOSCA-v1.0-os.html
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Listing 6.2: Example Application
C_node1 = Cnode;
C_area1 = Carea(100);
InputData = data.get(InputDataURL, "part") at C_area1;
mtp = Task_Pool(80);
rtp = Task_Pool(20);
mapOut = [];
for(i = 0; i < 80; i++){

mtp[i] = Task(mapFct, InputData, mapOut[i]) at C_area1[i];

}
MROutput = []
for(i = 0; i < 20; i++){

rtp[i] = Task(redFct, mapOut[i*4:(i+1)*4], MROutput[i])
at C_area[i+80];

}
data.set(MROutput, MROutputURl, FILE);
finalInput = data.get(MROutputURL) at C_node1
FinalData = data.declare();
t = Task(simpleFct, finalInput, FinalData) at C_node1;
data.set(FinalData, FinalDataURL, FILE);

In Figure 6.3, we show the dependency between the tasks composing the application.
The Map and Reduce tasks are requested to be executed in a Carea in separated
Task_Pools. The Task_Pool and Task entities contain the binaries or instructions
to execute the task and defines static requirements (CPUs, GPUs, memory). The
dependencies on data and on other services will be referred to as Runtime require-
ments.

The Map tasks have a data input dependency (represented in blue). All information
regarding the format and replication/distribution policy is contained within the Input
Data entity. The Reduce tasks have a dependency on the output data of the Map
tasks, which can be achieved through a communication mechanism (represented in
red). Depending on the policy, the Runtime Environment can start the Reducer tasks
at the same time with the Map tasks, or it can be delayed until a stream availability
signal is observed in the monitoring data.
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Figure 6.3: Example TOSCA application.

The output data of the Reduce tasks will be written on the corresponding nodes
on which the tasks executed. As soon as all tasks that were able to write to this
entity finish, the Data Manager will be asked to move this data to Cnode_1, to be
consumed by the Simple Task. Finally, the output data will be written on this node.
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Chapter 7

Application Examples

In the ASPIDE project has been planned to validate the proposed approach using
applications from different domains. In particular, we have selected four use-case
applications that are in the areas of massive medical image processing, mobility
analytics, trajectory mining from social media data and deep learning. These
applications will be used to study the effectiveness of the solutions developed in
ASPIDE. The features and the requirements of those use cases are described in
detail in Deliverable D5.1.

This section discusses how the four use cases can be developed using the pro-
gramming mechanisms of the DCEx model. For each use case a pseudo-code
specification is given using the DCEx constructs.

7.1 Urban computing workflow

In the following is described the trajectory data analysis workflow proposed by
UNICAL. The workflow, shown in Figure 7.1, is composed by five steps (some of
them are optional):

A. Crawling: multiple crawlers are instantiated and run in parallel for gathering
data from social media. If data have already been downloaded and stored in
files, a specific crawler (FileCrawler) is used to load the data.

B. Filtering: filtering functions are run to verify if a social media item meets or
not some conditions.

C. Automatic keywords extraction and data grouping: the keywords that identify
the places of interests are extracted; these keywords will be used to group
social media items according to the places they refer to. The keywords
extraction can be skipped if the keywords are provided as a workflow input.
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D. RoIs extraction using a parallel clustering approach: A data parallel approach
is used to extract Regions-of-Interest (RoIs) starting from social media data
grouped by keywords. RoIs represent a way to partition the space into
meaningful areas; they are the boundaries of points-of-interest (e.g., square of
a city). This step can be skipped if the RoIs are provided as a workflow input.

E. Trajectory mining: This step is run to discover behaviour and mobility pat-
terns of people by analyzing geotagged social media items. The FP-Growth
(frequent itemset analysis) and Prefix-Span (sequential pattern mining) algo-
rithms are used.
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Figure 7.1: Workflow of the urban computing use-case.

Listing 7.1 shows the DCEx pseudo-code for the urban computing use-case in-
troduced above. Comments explain the operations of the different portions of
code.

Listing 7.1: DCEx code for the urban computing use-case.
// Source data. No crawlers are used because data is

available.
source="/home/UNICAL/FullFlickrData.json";
numNodes = 16000;
nodes = CArea(numNodes);

// The dataset is loaded and partitioned into 16000 chunks (
e.g., using a round robin approach) and distributed among
the computing nodes.

dd = data.get(source, FILE, part) at nodes;

// Filtering tasks are spawn in parallel to filter the
chunks of data stored in the nodes where they are
executed

filterTasks = Task_Pool(nodes.size);
for(i=0; i<nodes.size; i++){
f_param_0 = "IsGeotagged";
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f_param_1 = "IsInPlace";
ddfilt[i] = Task(filteringFunction, dd[i], f_param_0,

f_param_1) at nodes[i];
}

//Keyword extraction tasks are spawn in parallel
divideDataPerCellTasks = Task_Pool(nodes.size);
taskCellData = [];
for(i=0; i<nodes.size; i++){
cell_width = "500m";
taskCellsData[] = data.declare();
divideDataPerCellTasks[i] = Task(findKeywordInCell, ddfilt

[i], taskCellData[i], cell_width) at nodes[i];
}

// Data grouping(1) is executed by tasks spawn in parallel
to find the top five keyworks

M = groupByKey(taskCellsData);
topFiveTasks = Task_Pool(M.keySet().size);
nodes = CArea(findTopFiveKeywords.size()):
topFiveData = [];
for(i=0; i<M.keySet().size(); i++){
topFiveData[i] = data.declare();
topFiveTasks[i] = Task(findTopFiveKeywords, taskCellsData[

M.keySet()[i]], topFiveData[i]) at nodes[i];
}

}
//Data gouping(2): aggregate keywords results data and

aggregate task outputs per cell
globalKeywordDataset = data.declare();
aggregateKeysTask = Task(aggregateKeywords, topFiveData,

globalKeywordDataset);

//RoI extraction executed by tasks executed on each
computing node

splitDataPerKeyTasks = Task_Pool(numNodes);
nodes = Carea(numNodes);
taskKeywordSplitData=[];
for(i=0; i<numNodes; i++){
taskKeywordSplitData[i] = data.declare();
splitDataPerKeyTasks[i] = splitDataPerKeyTasks[i](

findKeywordInCell, dd[i], taskKeywordSplitData[i]) at
nodes[i];

}
roiData = groupByKey(taskKeywordSplitData);
R = roiData.entrySet().size();
roiTasks = Task_Pool(R);
nodes = Carea(R);
eps = 50;
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minPts=150;
splits = 32;
rois=[];
for(i=0; i<M.keySet().size(); i++){
rois[i] = data.declare();
roiTasks[i] = Task(findRoI, roiData[M.keySet()[i]], eps,

minPts, splits, rois[i]) at nodes[i];
}

// Trajectory mining
trajectoryOutput = data.declare();
trajTask = Task(trajectoryMiningFunction, ddRoI, ddfilt,

paramTraj, trajectoryOutput);

7.2 Magnetic resonance image processing workflow

As an application example of the DCEx programming model for the magnetic
resonance image processing use case, we consider a subworkflow of the diffusion
workflow proposed in Deliverable D5.1. This subworkflow, even though simpler,
contains examples of all the DCEx programming model features that can be used
for the parent workflow. The subworkflow structure for every subject is pictorially
represented in Figure 7.2, and consists of the following five computing steps:

A. Tissue segmentation: the T1 structural magnetic resonance image is seg-
mented in five tissue types [white matter (WM), cortical grey matter (GM),
subcortical GM, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and pathological tissue]. The
output of this step is used in step D as input data.

B. Diffusion response estimation: characteristic voxels (volumetric pixels) con-
taining exclusively WM, GM and CSF are selected from a diffusion-weighted
image, and then used to estimate the characteristic response of the different
tissues to diffusion gradients. The output of this processing step is used in
step C as input data.

C. WM fiber orientation distribution computation: using the diffusion data and
the different responses for the tissues, fiber orientation distribution functions
(FODs) are computed for every voxel, showing the directions of the WM
fibers contained in each voxel. The output data of this step is used in step D.

D. Tractography: tissue segmentation and FODs are used to reconstruct WM
fiber tracts. The ends of WM fiber tracts should be placed in the WM-
GM interface and propagate through the WM following the most plausible
directions marked by the FODs. In this step, ten million WM fiber tracts are
generated.
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Figure 7.2: Considered subworkflow for diffusion weighted image processing.

E. Extraction of white matter microstructure metrics: diffusion data is used to
estimate WM features that do not depend on the fiber orientation, but rather
on microstructural properties of WM in every voxel, as intrinsic diffusivity
and intra-neurite/extra-neurite volume fractions. This step is independent of
previous steps and can be executed concurrently.

Listing 7.2 contains the DCEx pseudo-code for implementing the above-mentioned
diffusion image processing subworkflow.

Listing 7.2: DCEx pseudo-code for the magnetic resonance image processing
use-case.
// Root folder containing the diffusion data for every

subject
sourceFolder = "/home/SERMAS/HCPData/";
subjectList = load("/home/SERMAS/subjects"); // variable

containing the ids of every subject to be processed

outFolder = "home/SERMAS/outputData/";

for (subject : subjectList) {
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sourceDWI = sourceFolder + subject + "/dwi.nii.gz";
sourceT1 = sourceFolder + subject + "/t1.nii.gz";

dwi = data.get(sourceDWI, FILE);
t1 = data.get(sourceT1, FILE);

// Estimate 5-Tissue-Type volume
5ttData = data.declare();
5ttTask = Task(mrtrix.5ttgen, t1, 5ttData);

// Estimate Response Function with MRtrix3’s dwi2response
wmResponse = data.declare();
responseTask = Task(mrtrix.dwi2response, dwi, wmResponse)

;

// Estimate FOD data with MRtrix3’s dwi2fod
odfData = data.declare();
odfTask = Task(mrtrix.dwi2fod, dwi, wmResponse, odfData);

// Estimate Tractography with the given parameters with
MRtrix3’s tckgen

trackingData = data.declare();
trackingParam1 = "iFOD2";
trackingParam2 = "10M";
trackingParam3 = "dynamic-seed";
trackingTask = Task(mrtrix.tckgen, trackingParam1,

trackingParam2, trackingParam3, odfData, 5ttData,
trackingData);

// Estimate Microstructure using SMT
intraNeuriteVolume = data.declare();
intrinsicDiffVolume = data.declare();
smtTask = Task(smt, dwi, intraNeuriteVolume,

intrinsicDiffVolume);

// Set Output data
outputTracking = outFolder + subject + "/tracking.tck";
outputODF = outFolder + subject + "/fod.mif";
outputIntrinsicDiffVol = outFolder + subject + "/

intrinsicDiff.nii.gz";
outputIntraNeuritefVol = outFolder + subject + "/

intraNeurite.nii.gz";

data.set(trackingData, outputTracking, FILE);
data.set(odfData, outputODF, FILE);
data.set(intraNeuriteVolume, outputIntrinsicDiffVol, FILE

);
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data.set(intrinsicDiffVolume, outputIntrinsicDiffVol,
FILE);

}

7.3 Mobility Data value workflow

Given the simplifications on our mobility analytics system discussed in Deliverable
D5.1, namely:

• consider a fixed portion of the data set (e.g. one month of data);

• set input configuration and output as text files;

a workflow example of the application is shown in Figure 7.3 and it follows the
typical MapReduce pattern:

A. HBase Scans: Reading operations take place by HBase Scans. In the con-
figuration file usually more areas are selected, as well as analysis start and
end dates. Given the structure of the rowkey shown in Table 7.1, since HBase
rows are lexicographically sorted, a list of prefix filtered scan operations are
executed according to dates and the codes of the selected areas. For instance,
if analysis period is from 1 to 2 January 2019 and Rome (code 12|058) and
Milan (code 03|215) are the selected areas, then four scans are instanced
with the following prefix filters: 190101|12|058, 190102|12|058,
190101|03|215 and 190102|03|215. The input of the analysis is then
composed by the union of these scans results. Note that with prefix filtered
scan every sub-area of the given code is retrieved.

Row key Presence Male Female . . .

yyMMdd | Region | Province | ... 00:00 00:15 . . . 00:00 00:15 . . . . . .

190101|12|058|... 5466 5326 . . . 2704 2495 . . . . . .

. . .

Table 7.1: Conceptual structure of the HBase table.

B. Map: Map operations consist in the emission of key-value pairs, where the
key is a string properly built according to the wanted aggregation and the
value is the number of presence of a given {row, column family, qualifier}, i.e.
an actual cell of the table. For example, as shown in Figure 7.3, if we want a
sum of the presence aggregating only by selected areas, then the mapper will
remove the information about the area in key-value pairs emission.
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C. Reduce: In this step a specific function is used on the key,[list of values]. In
the just mentioned case, a simple sum of the elements of the list is applied. As
we will show in the following code sample, more complex reducing function
are implemented for this use-case.

D. Format and Write: Key-value pairs are then formatted according to particular
needs, e.g. csv line format etc. This is essentially another map function on
the reduce output, on which data locality can largely be exploited. Finally,
results are written on HDFS as text files or as a new HBase table. In the last
case, HBase bulk loading feature allows to write huge amount of data more
quickly.

Figure 7.3: Workflow pattern for Mobility Data value use-case.

The workflow described above is actually implemented by using Spark. The DCEx
translation of the application is shown in Listing 7.3. In particular, two implemented
jobs are listed:

Job 1 Aggregate by AREA|YEAR|TRIMENSTER|DAYTYPE|TIMERANGE|TYPE
and compute the overall average (AVG), the average of the elements before the
first decile (MIN) and the average of the element after the last decile (MAX);

Job 2 Aggregate by YEAR|MONTH|DAY|QUARTEROFHOUR|USERTYPE and
compute the average of the values within the selected areas.

Listing 7.3: DCEx code for the Mobility Data use case.
source="/apps/hbase/data/data/integris/test";
numNodes = 10000;
nodes = CArea(numNodes);

dd = data.get(source, HBASE, part) at nodes;

// JOB 1
//flat map function for each row of the table
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//row --> key1,val1 ... keyN,valN
mapper1Tasks = Task_Pool(nodes.size);
mappedData = [];
for(i=0; i<nodes.size; i++) {

mappedData[i] = data.declare();
mapper1Tasks[i] = Task(flatMapFunction1, dd[i],

mappedData[i]) at nodes[i];
}

// key,val1, key ... val2 --> key,[val1, val2,....]
groupedData = data.declare();
groupTask = Task(groupByKeyFunction, dd, groupedData)
// groupByKey includes shuffle operations, then I need the

new number of blocks
N = groupedData.size();
// key,[val1, val2,....] --> key,[agv, min, max]
avgMinMaxTasks = Task_Pool(N);
avgMinMax = []
for(i=0; i<N; i++) {

avgMinMax[i] = data.declare();
avgMinMaxTasks[i] = Task(mapValuesAvgMinMaxFunction,

groupedData[i], avgMinMax[i])
}

data.set(avgMinMaxTasks, "/result1", FILE)

// JOB 2
mapper2Tasks = Task_Pool(nodes.size);
mappedData = [];
initSumTasks = Task_Pool(nodes.size);
sumCount = [];
for(i=0; i<nodes.size; i++) {

mappedData[i] = data.declare();
// another map function for each row of the table
mapper2Tasks[i] = Task(flatMapFunction2, dd[i],

mappedData[i]) at nodes[i];
// key,val --> key,(val,1)
sumCount = data.declare();
initSumTasks[i] = Task(initSumFunction, mappedData[i],

sumCount[i]) at nodes[i];
}

sumTasks = Task_Pool(nodes.size);
totalSumCount = data.declare();
for(i=0; i<nodes.size; i++) {

//key,(val1,count1) key,(val2,count2)) --> key,(val1+val2,
count1+count2)

sumTasks[i] = Task(reduceByKeyFunction, sumCount[i],
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totalSumCount) at nodes[i];
}
// reduceByKey includes shuffle operations, then I need the

new number of blocks
N = totalSumCount.size()
mapAvgTasks = Task_Pool(N);
agv = []
for(i=0; i<N; i++) {

agv[i] = data.declare();
//key,(totSum, totCount) --> key, avg
mapAvgTasks[i] = Task(mapValuesAvgFunction, totalSumCount

[i], agv[i]);
}

data.set(agv, "/result2", FILE)

7.4 Deep Learning workflow

In Deliverable D5.1 PSNC presented three deep learning use cases:

• Anomaly detection in electric vehicles,

• Detection of Varroa mites in images, and

• Replace Computational Fluid Dynamic simulations with deep learning.

Each use case is based on the same data flow, presented one Figure 7.4. The example
of DCEx programming model for deep learning use cases is general and fits to all
PSNC use cases.

A. Preprocessing: Raw data need to be prepared for learning. In this step data
can be cleaned (eg. Records with missing entries will be removed), some new
features will be added and some others will be rejected.

B. Storing data: Preprocessed data need to be stored again. The data are usually
saved in binary files in TF Record format.

C. Training: Perform training on many nodes parallel, so communication be-
tween nodes is required.

D. Graph freezing: Does not require parallel mechanisms. Moreover, after
training all nodes have the same model, so it is enough to freeze graph
(model) only in one master node.

E. Inference: Inference can be proceeded on each node independently.
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Figure 7.4: Workflow pattern in deep learning use cases.

Listing 7.4: DCEx code for deep learning workflow.
source="/home/psnc/resources/"
numNodes = 10000;
nodes = CArea(numNodes);

dataType = "image" //csv, text file...

dd = data.get(source, dataType, part) at nodes;

// Preprocessing and data storing
// First, perform different preprocessing operations
// Second, stores the outputs in TF Record.
// We assume, that storing in TH Record is performed in

createTFRecord, so we do not use data.set at this moment.
preprocTasks = Task_Pool(nodes.size);
saveTask = Task_Pool(nodes.size);
preprocessedData = [];
for(i=0; i<nodes.size; i++) {

preprocessedData[i] = data.declare();
preprocTasks[i] = Task(preprocess, dd[i],

preprocessedData[i]) at nodes[i];
savedTask[i] = Task(createTFRecord, preprocessedData[i])

at nodes[i];
}

// Training
// Run training phase on each node. In arguments we give the

preprocessed data, list of nodes to communicate and
index of current node.

trainingTasks = Task_Pool(nodes.size);
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for(i=0; i<nodes.size; i++) {
trainingTasks[i] = Task(train, preprocessedData[i], nodes,

i) at nodes[i];
}

// Store model
// Freeze computation graph with all weights.
masterNode = 0;

freezeGraph = Task_Pool(1);
freezeGraph[0] = Task(freezeGraph) at nodes[masterNode];

// Inference
// For inference we use different data than for training.
inferenceData = source+"inference";
di = data.get(inferenceData, dataType, part) at nodes;

inferenceTasks = Task_Pool(nodes.size);
inferenceOut = [];
for(i=0; i<nodes.size; i++){

inferenceOut[i] = di.declare());
inferenceTasks = Task(inference, di[i], inferenceOut[i])

at nodes[i]
}

data.set(inferenceOut, inferenceData+"/results", dataType )
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Chapter 8

Related Work

This chapter discusses parallel programming models and languages that have been
proposed for the implementation of scalable applications on Exascale machines.
The approach and the main features of those models and languages are discussed.

The implementation of highly parallel data analysis applications in Exascale sys-
tems is a very complex task and it requires high-level fine-grain parallel models,
appropriate programming constructs, and frameworks for supporting developers
of parallel and distributed programs. In particular, mechanisms are needed for
expressing task dependencies and inter-task parallelism, for designing parallel data
access, synchronization and load balancing mechanisms, handling failures, and
properly manage distributed memory and concurrent communication among a very
large number of tasks. Furthermore, dealing with target computing heterogeneous
infrastructures requires different libraries and tools to program applications on them
and the programming issues are even more complex. To manage programming
issues of data-intensive applications, different scalable programming models have
been proposed [1].

Several parallel programming models, languages and libraries are currently under
development for providing high-level programming interfaces and tools for imple-
menting high-performance applications on future Exascale computers. Here we
introduce the most significant proposals and discuss their main features.

The programming models for Exascale systems can be classified according to four
categories:

• distributed memory

• shared memory

• partitioned memory

• hybrid models
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Since Exascale systems can be composed of millions of processing nodes using
large distributed memory, message passing programming systems, such as MPI, are
candidate tools for programming applications for such class of systems. However,
traditional MPI all-to-all communication does not scale well in Exascale environ-
ments. Hence to solve this issue new MPI releases introduced neighbor collectives
to support sparse “all-to-some” communication patterns that limit the data exchange
on limited regions of processors [2].

On the other side, the shared-memory paradigm offers a simple parallel program-
ming model although it does not provide mechanisms to explicitly map and control
data distribution and includes non-scalable synchronization operations that are
making very challenging its implementation on massively parallel systems.

As a tradeoff between distributed and shared memory organizations, the Partitioned
Global Address Space (PGAS) model [3] has been designed for implementing a
global memory address space that is logically partitioned and portions of it are local
to single processes. The main goal of the PGAS model is to limit data exchange
and isolate failures in very large-scale systems. A variant of the PGAS model,
Asynchronous Partitioned Global Address Space (APGAS) [4] that has been adopted
by some programming languages, such as X10 and Chapel, supports both local
and remote asynchronous task creation. Differently for the PGAS model, the
APGAS model does not require that all processes run on similar hardware and
supports dynamically spawning of multiple tasks. In fact, multiple threads be active
simultaneously in a place, using either local or remote data. In addition, it does not
require that all the places in a computation be homogeneous [5].

According to the programming models introduced above, new complete languages
have been defined to cope with the needs of extreme scalable applications. Fur-
thermore, new APIs and extensions to existent languages (e.g., C,C++) have been
implemented according to a library-based model.

8.1 Distributed memory languages

Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a standard that defines the syntax and semantics
of the function provided by a given library implementing it [6]. This interface
defines a way to effectively program concurrent applications on multiprocessing
environments such as “clusters”. Several implementations of this standard can be
found on the state-of-the-art such as MPICH [7] or OpenMPI [8]. These frameworks
provide synchronization and communication between processes that may run in
different processors, e.g. cores in the same CPU or different CPUs on different
machines. This way, using these mechanisms, multiple processes can run concur-
rently on the same application. However, the communication and synchronization
should be explicitly incorporated in the application by means of sending or receiving
messages to/from other processes. Therefore, it becomes clear that efficient use of
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these mechanisms requires a profound knowledge of both the framework and the
target application in order to determine when and what should be passed between
processes.

Legion [9] is a data-centric programming language for developing high-performance
applications running on distributed heterogeneous architectures. By understanding
the dependencies among program data and variables, Legion provides implicit
parallelism and automatic data movement operations among computational nodes.
Moreover, Legion supports programmers to explicitly manage several data aspects,
including partitioning, privileges, and coherence.

The programming model of Legion is based on three abstractions: local regions,
tasks and mapping interface. Local regions represent relational data in the applica-
tion, described by an index space of rows and a field space of columns that can be
arbitrarily partitioned into sub-region or sliced on their field space. Data partitioning
can be used to express different levels of locality, while field slicing can be used for
removing dependencies in data. A Legion application executes as a tree of tasks
that, starting from a root task, can recursively spawn further tasks. All tasks are
assigned to some logical regions they will access with given privileges. Through a
user-controlled mapping interface, Legion allows programmers to directly control
over all the details of how tasks and logical regions are assigned to processors and
memories respectively.

Charm++ [10] is a parallel programming system based on an asynchronous message
driven execution model. Both data and tasks are represented as C++ objects, called
chares, which are mapped (by the runtime system) to specific computational cores
for exploiting data locality. Thus, an application in Charm++ is composed of several
chares, which interact each other through asynchronous method invocations with
messaging. Extensive work have be done to improve interoperability with MPI and
OpenMP runtimes. For example, an extension of the Charm++ runtime has been
proposed for enabling chares to create tasks using OpenMP parallel construct [11].
Even though Charm++ is the result of 20 years of research, many development
efforts are needed to deal with the complexities of the Exascale systems, including
load balancers, scalable collective communication, support for GPU computing,
language abstractions and techniques for efficient data exchange.

High Performance Fortran (HPF) [12] is a set of extensions to Fortran 90 for data-
parallel programming, which has been designed by the High Performance Fortran
Forum (HPFF), a forum from industry, government, and universities. It supports
the data parallel programming paradigm for massively parallel SIMD and MIMD
computers. With regard to Fortran 90, HPF introduces a new inquiry function
for determining the number of processors, a set of directives for managing data
distribution and binding, and a simple construct (i.e., FORALL) for assigning data
to arrays. Nowadays, HPF seems not to have been widely adopted. Although some
vendors incorporated HPF into their compilers, most of them have moved to other
solutions, such as MPI, OpenMP or OpenMP+MPI combinations.
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8.2 Partitioned memory languages

X10 [13] is a language developed by IBM as part of the DARPA program on High-
Productivity Computing Systems (HPCS)1. It is a language derived from Java and
designed for programming high-scalable and high-performance applications. To
reach a high level of scalability, X10 exploits a novel programming model, called
APGAS, which extends the original PGAS model with two concepts: places and
asynchrony. A place represents a chunk of memory cells that can be shared with
one or simultaneously operating threads of control. In addition, the cells represents
a partitioned global address space where each cell in a place can refer to a cell in
another place. A generic application written in X10 runs on a set places. Although
each task runs on a place, it can asynchronously update memory cells in other places.
X10 uses clocks, a sort of multiple barriers, for the synchronization of dynamically
varying collections of tasks.

Chapel [14] is another programming language for advanced parallel computing
developed as part of a DARPA program on HPCS. Chapel is portable and available as
an open-source project. Chapel supports the execution of multithreaded applications
exploiting different forms of parallelism (e.g., data parallelism, task parallelism
and its variant called nested parallelism). Chapel is based on the PGAS memory
model so that a task running on a given node can access shared variables allocated
in the memory of other nodes. In order to exploit data locality and data affinity,
Chapel enables developers with a fine-grained control over many aspects, such
as the placement of distributed data and tasks on computing nodes. To improve
interoperability, Chapel programs can include functions written in several other
languages, including C, Fortran, Java, and Python [15].

UPC [16] is a parallel programming language extension of C that uses the PGAS
model for memory management. Each variable in UPC is defined in a private ad-
dress space, but it can be explicitly shared by the programmer. UPC provides a good
level of scalability, even if it presents some limitation (e.g., language backwards
compatibility). Recently, a novel project, called UPC++ [17], has been started
to overcame these limitations without loosing the most popular features of UPC.
Communication in UPC++ is asynchronous and explicit. Asynchronous commu-
nications permit to run communication and computation in parallel, while explicit
communications have been included to make the programmers aware of the costs
of communication. UPC++ also provides modern interfaces for Remote Memory
Access (RMA) and Remote Procedure Calls (RPC).

1https://www.darpa.mil/about-us/timeline/highhroductivity-computing-systems
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8.3 Shared memory languages

Fortress [18] is an open-source programming language developed by SUN Mi-
crosystems with a high level of programmability. Similarly to the other languages
discussed above, it is part of the DARPA program on HPCS, but it is actually dis-
continued in 2011 (after that DARPA does not renewed funding for the third phase
of the HPCS project). To cope with the needs of high-performance computation,
Fortress also supports the parallel execution of several common operations (e.g., the
for loops) on large data structures. Moreover, it supports many other interesting
features such as transactions, data locality, and implicit parallelism. Even if its name
is derived from Fortran, Fortress is a completely new language that introduces some
novel features, often inspired by other object-oriented and functional programming
languages (e.g., Java, Scala, Haskell). Moreover, it has been designed to be extensi-
ble and customizable by easily supporting the addition of other features (e.g., each
parallel function, such as the for loop, is included in a library that can be customized
or replaced by developers).

Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [19] is a C++ extension developed at Intel for
writing parallel C++ programs to be execute on multicore environments. The library
includes a number of generic constructs for parallel programming (parallel_for, par-
allel_reduce, parallel_pipeline, parallel_sort), concurrent data structures, primitives
for task synchronization and scalable memory allocation, and more.

Cilk++ [20] is another extension of C and C++ languages supporting data and task
parallelism, that has been deprecated in the 2018, when Intel started suggesting
to migrate to better standard parallelization models, such as OpenMP or TBB.
However, it is actually maintained at MIT2. Although some programming languages
have been proposed for the shared memory paradigm, they do not appear to map
efficiently on Exascale systems.

FastFlow is a structured data and stream parallel programming framework targeted
to multi-core and GPU architectures [21]. This framework provides a set of algo-
rithmic skeletons that models different parallel patterns such as pipeline, farm or
map. Basically, these constructs, implemented as C++ classes, allows encapsulating
algorithmic features while hiding away complex thread communication and synchro-
nization mechanisms. Additionally, the patterns supported by the framework can be
composed among them in order to build more complex algorithmic constructs. In
general, this framework reduces the parallel design and development efforts while
improves the performance thanks to its high-level abstractions.

SkePU is a programming framework targeted to multicore and GPU architectures
based on C++ templates [22]. This framework provides a collection of predefined
generic components that implement specific computation patterns and data depen-
dencies known as “skeletons”. These skeletons receive the sequential user code

2http://cilk.mit.edu/
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encapsulating low-level and platform-specific details such as synchronizations, data
management, and several optimizations. Additionally, this framework also supports
multiple backends for sequential, OpenMP, OpenCL and CUDA.

The parallel STL is a novel feature of C++17 [23] that provides parallel implementa-
tions of the algorithms present in the C++ standard library. These parallel algorithms
support multiple execution policies that are used as an extra parameter with respect
to the original STL algorithms to determine how the algorithm is computed, i.e. in
sequential, parallel or vectorized. This extension is currently supported by the Intel
Compiler and Microsoft Visual Studio Compiler [24].

High Performance ParallelX (HPX) is a general purpose C++ runtime for parallel
and distributed application [25]. This library provides a set of parallel algorithms
that extend the C++ standard library algorithms to be computed in parallel (Parallel
STL) along with other utilities such as new container types or hardware counters
support. The interface for the high-level algorithms is similar to that designed
for this thesis and provides support for multiple execution policies. However, this
interface lacks high-level patterns targeted to stream processing applications such
as the farm or pipeline patterns.

The Münster Skeleton Library (Muesli) is a C++ programming framework targeted
to heterogeneous and distributed platforms [26]. In this sense, this framework is
able to generate different binaries aimed at multiple heterogeneous clusters and
hides away the complexities of using specific frameworks, e.g. OpenMP, MPI or
CUDA. This library provides support for multiple data parallel skeletons and for
the farm pattern. However, it lacks stream processing skeletons.

CUDA thrust is a C++ template library based on the standard template library
(STL) [27]. Basically, this framework allows implementing algorithms targeted
to nVidia GPUs by using the collection of supported data parallel algorithms.
Thus, using this interface similar to the STL, eases the development of applications
targeted to GPUs without requiring additional expertise and knowledge about CUDA
programming. However, this framework still requires to explicitly determine the
host-device data transfers and to annotate the kernels with macros.

SYCL is a high-level programming framework that introduces an abstraction layer
between the users and the OpenCL framework using an interface similar to the
STL [28]. This library provides an implementation of the parallel STL by defining
a new execution policy to support OpenCL. This way, the code developed using this
framework becomes portable and cross-platform thanks to the OpenCL environment.
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